Abstract. During recent years, Time-Frequency (TF) techniques have been introduced to characterize scene polarimetric behaviours using PolSAR data. In this paper, we apply a TF decomposition approach to the analysis of PolSAR data with different frequency bands and show some polarimetric TF behaviours of various scenes. The PolSAR data may be decomposed in azimuth direction, range direction only and in both directions. Two statistical descriptor, i.e., polarimetric TF stationarity and coherence indicators, are used to depict the features of the scene backscattering response. Their individual performance is assessed. The polarimetric TF features, extracted from the scenes of interest, can show some special relevant information compared to the original full resolution case. Moreover, with the availability of new multi-frequency full-polarization high resolution F-SAR data, the results of same site with respect to different frequency bands are exploited and compared with each other.
Introduction
Variations in the polarimetric properties with different azimuthal look angles and different rangefrequency locations should be considered, as complex targets are illuminated from different positions and at different frequency components during SAR integration. Therefore, Time-Frequency (TF) techniques have been introduced to decompose processed PolSAR image into range-frequency and azimuth-frequency domains for characterizing scene polarimetric behaviors. In [1] , a fully polarimetric subaperture analysis method was presented to describe the features of the scene backscattering response under different azimuthal look angles. In [2] [3], a two-dimensional spectral analysis, i.e., in range and azimuth, has been depicted for target detection. For remote sensing of urban areas, Schneider et al. [4] and Ferro-Famil et al. [5] characterized target polarimetric behaviors in different single direction, range and azimuth respectively.
Nowadays, many modern high-resolution SAR sensors have a wide azimuth beam width and a large bandwidth in range. Especially, the Microwaves and Radar Institute of German Aerospace Centre (DLR) has developed a new advanced airborne SAR system, the F-SAR, which can acquire data simultaneously at different wavelengths and polarizations with high range resolution. The increasing availability of new multi-frequency multi-polarization high resolution SAR data has favoured the emergence of new techniques for many different kinds of applications and permits to deal with the polarimetric characteristics of targets in more detail by means of TF techniques. In this paper, we apply a polarimetric TF decomposition approach to the analysis of F-SAR data and show the TF 
Polarimetric TF statistical descriptors
The first step of time-frequency analysis in azimuth, range direction or both directions is decomposition based on the use of a two-dimensional windowed Fourier transform, or 2D Gabor transform. SAR data are transformed into frequency domain at first. After correcting for spectral imbalance and multiplying by weighting function, we divide the frequency spectral band into several parts. Then each part of the spectrum is inversely transformed to the spatial domain with the representation of sub-images. After TF decomposition of PolSAR data, two indicators are introduced to measure the stationarity and coherence.
Polarimetric TF stationarity analysis
Stationarity is assessed by testing the fluctuations of the variance of the signal at different spectral locations. In full polarimetric case, a polarimetric TF scattering vector is defined by gathering the PolSAR information sampled at R spectral locations , 1, , R.
where T exponent is the transpose operator, 
where
the exponent † corresponds to the transpose conjugate operator.
The signal sample variance is given by a   
(7) The corresponding Maximum Likelihood (ML) ratio is [1] :
The  parameter with high value indicates a stationary spectral behaviour, while low value characterizes non-stationary behaviour . 
Polarimetric TF coherence analysis
Coherent behaviour is defined as a phenomenon that exhibits a highly correlated behaviour over the sub-spectral. Strong and stable targets, such as corner reflectors, show high coherence. In contrast, the response from natural area may have a random behaviour and thus a low coherence. Coherence is assessed by testing the normalised correlation coefficient. Under the hypothesis of uncorrelated spectral response, the off-diagonal terms of the TF covariance matrix equal to zero:
The corresponding ML ratio is given by: 
The TF-Pol coherence
TF-Pol


reaches high values over strong coherent reflectors, such as man-made targets like ships and buildings. In contrast, the low value corresponds to natural environments.
Experimental results and discussion
The experimental data set used to process Time-Frequency analysis, is collected by F-SAR sensor and recorded fully polarimetric with S-and X-band on 8th June 2010 in the vicinity of Kaufbeuren, a small city in southern Bavaria, Germany. The data contains different surfaces like forest, agricultural fields, water, buildings and houses. Figure 1 denoted in green colour corresponds to volume scattering. The azimuth direction is horizontal, and range is vertical increasing from top to bottom. The resolution at S-band is about 50cm in azimuth and 65cm in range direction, while it is approximately 25cm in azimuth and 25 cm in range for X-band. Figure 2 presents the log-images of the stationarity  parameter of the test site at both S-and X-band, obtained with 4 spectral coordinates (2 in the azimuth direction, 2 in the range direction). From the stationarity results we can observe that the  parameter reaches high values over natural areas, such as forests, agricultural fields and river water, indicating a stationary spectral behaviour. Over the small building area located at the top middle part of the image,  decreases, pointing out the invalidity of the stationary hypothesis over such complex objects. Therefore, due to the very low stationary aspect of the buildings, highly anisotropic pixels corresponding to the wall-ground dihedral reflection or specular reflection from house roofs, can be clearly identified. It can be also noticed that, the forest area appears more non-stationary features at X-band than at S-band, which is expected because of the different wavelength of radar. Figure 3 illustrates the TF coherence results of both frequency bands. As expected, the TF-Pol coherence is high over buildings, especially at the principal linear edges of the houses, due to the presence of strong coherent reflectors. It can be also observed that buildings are identified independently of their orientation. Comparison of the results at both bands, shows that the X-band can characterize the scenes more sophisticatedly owing to the higher resolution. Nevertheless, only few observable differences can be seen over the natural objects between the both bands.
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Comparison of polarimetric information between full-resolution and TF parameters
The polarimetric parameter images at both bands are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . Two parameters of original full-resolution data, i.e. the entropy H and the  parameter, are obtained from the wellknow Cloude-Pottier decomposition method [6] . For comparison, the two polarimetric TF indicators mentioned above, are presented again and displayed in colour bar instead of gray bar. Two parts of the test site shown in Figure 1 are selected to investigate the polarimetric information. Part A is the building area, and part B is an agricultural field. Concerning the building area, it is noticed from Figure 2 and Figure 3 that these man-made targets can be discriminated from natural vegetated areas by using the polaimetric TF parameters more efficiently than the H and  indicators (see Figure 4 and Figure 5 ). As shown in Figure 1 (b) and (c), the area B of agricultural field, reveals different scattering behaviours. At S-band, the single (odd) bounce scattering dominates this field, while the double (even) bounce scattering is prior to others at X-band. The underlying principle is that, S-band wave can penetrate this kind of agricultural crop to reach under-canopy ground by virtue of the longer wavelength, causing odd bounce scattering behaviour. However, the X-band wave is not capable of good penetration, and results in double (even) bounce reflexion with crop canopies. As shown in  parameter (area B) of Figure 4 and Figure 5 , the low  value which is close to zero at Sband, and the higher  value at X-band, is consistent with the explanations above. 
Conclusions
In this article, polarimetric TF diversity has been exploited with the multi-frequency band high resolution SAR data. The polarimetric parameters like entropy and  at a special crop field for different frequency bands, have been compared and analysed. It has been shown that the polarimetric TF descriptors of stationary and coherence could be efficient to characterize the response of buildings and other man-made targets. These features extracted by using multi-frequency data and TF techniques, will be combined to exploit polarization in terms of further applications (such as land terrain classification, target detection etc.) in the future work.
